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Note : This paper is of Eighty (80) marks divided into
two (02) Sections A and B. Attempt the questions contained in these sections according to
the detailed instructions given therein.
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(02) 


 
Section–A /



(Long Answer Type Questions) /
Note : Section ‘A’ contains Five (05) long-answer-type
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(3)

(4)

          
(08) 
  

(07) 
4. “All India Radio tries to reach every section of
(05) 

the Indian population through its different
   
programmes.” Do you agree with this thought?
Discuss the nature and content of all India
Radio Programmes with examples.

1. ‘Radio is a medium of sound’. Explain.

      
      
2. Describe the characteristics of online Radio.
   

        
3. What do you understand by Voice dispatch?

Explain with example.
     

5. What do you understand by Radio Feature?
  
Describe the characteristics of Radio Feature.

    
Section–B /



4. How is report writing done? Explain.

       
5. Describe various qualities and responsibilities
of a radio jockey.

(Short-Answer-Type Questions) / 
Note : Section ‘B’ contains Eight (08) short-answertype questions of Seven (07) marks each.
Learners are required to answer any Five (05)
questions only.
(5×7=35)
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6. Write an article on radio music program.
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(2)

(5)

questions of Fifteen (15) marks each. Learners

      

are required to answer any three (03) questions
only.

7. What you understand by radio jingle? Explain
the various steps of its production.

(3×15=45)

  
(05) 


      (15)


     
       
8. Throw light on various methods of radio audi(03)     
ence research.

1. Describe various elements of radio programme.
How are they used in radio drama writing?



  
2. What do you understand by the language of
radio? How is news writing for radio is
different from news writing for print?

        
       
 
3. How is radio medium different from other
media? Discuss.
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